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Galeria Konstant - presents "FOUND IN CRISIS"
Thursday, the 10th of June, 2010, at 19.00 pm-22.00 pm, at the Galeria
Konstant will take place the opening exhibition "FOUND IN CRISIS" signed by
the artists: Teodora Bicescu Rudolf Bone, Adrian Chirila, Remus Ilisie,
Jambor Ferencz, Zoltan Jedlicska, Florin Popa, Mihaela T tulescu Radu
Tîrnovean and Emese Torok.
The interested public can view contemporary art exhibition during the10th of
June- 4th of July, 2010.
Found in crisis combines a number of projects, recent and current works
of ten artists, relying on the impediment that Romanian society is facing today,
the crisis that seems to outline the character better, the human`s potential or
impotence, the capitalization of some segments less commonly used in other
contexts and their relationship with the trivial elements that receive semantic
value in the current context.
The plausibility of the exhibition is based on a promiscuous concept of
object`s presentation, paintings or installations exposed, which will relate by
creating a less common dialogue. This relationship is aiming to be an illustration
of what society means, of how we look at the situation we`re in, or being forced
by circumstances to accept or to deny it.
Being yourself in this situation, you feel the need to take an attitude, to
react or to respond to questions that you don`t feel to answer otherwise. The
crisis situation defines better or reveals different skills, imperfections,
abnormalities which in other circumstances are less available or may even
be identified as qualities.
Stress is a typical contemporary phenomenon, becoming a determiner of
the current human condition. The words: „stands” and „strength” are associated
in the current context, us refering to them both emotionally, physically,
intellectually and spiritually.
The crisis situation brings society to a weakness, more like emotional
irritation.
Such trivial items placed in a certain context can become icons overnight,
symbols or fetishes of the emotional situation that we emit.
Project by: Constantin Costea

